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*FREE Design inside for 

A LADY'S 

WORKBOX 

W ITH its very pleasing design 
and appearance, this lady's 
workbox in contemporary style 

would be sure of a welcome in any 
home. In it can be kept 'under one 
roof', as it were, all the silks, cottons, 
needles, threads and other materials 
needed constantly by the woman of the 
house for making and mending. 

She will appreciate having just what 
is needed immediately to hand without 
having to search round in drawers or 
cupboards,for a needle, pin or reel of 
cotton. And as will be seen from the 
illustration, the workbox is easily port-
able and makes an elegant piece of 
furniture. For the odd occasion it could 
serve quite usefully as a fireside table. 

There are two hinged lids opening in 
the centre, and held open by Hobbies 
stays (No. 713R) of polished brass. Of 
substantial construction, the workbox is 
made principally from +in. wood. All 
the wood and accessories are included in 
Hobbies kit No. 3166, which costs only 
37/6. 

A VERY 

POPULAR 

SUBJECT 

FOR A 

GIFT 

Trace off the parts from the design 
sheet on to their appropriate thicknesses 
of wood, and cut out. It will be noticed 
that on the design sheet only half of one 
side of the box is shown because of 
limitations of space. To complete the 
sides, trace the half shown and then 
reverse the tracing. All the other cutting 
is straightforward, the handles and legs 
being shown full size. Make sure when 
cutting the leg sections that the correct 
angles are adhered to, as two will be 
joined together to form one leg, and a 
neat join must be aimed at. 
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The first step in assembling is to glue 
the end pieces (2) between the two side 
pieces ( 1) as shown in Fig. I. For 
strengthening purposes, drill and 
countersink two screws from each side. 
The holes can be filled with plastic 
wood. It will be noted that the bottom 
edges of pieces 2 are shaped as shown in 
the side view on the design sheet, and 
provision is also made on the top edges 
for letting in the four 1}in. hinges for 
the lids. 
The three strengthening supports at 

the bottom (pieces 7) are now glued and 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

pinned or screwed between the sides 
(see side view on design sheet). These 
are to support the bottom (piece 8) 
which consists of a piece of thin ply-
wood. This is added by gluing and 
pinning or screwing to the sides, ends 
and supports. When fixed, the edges 
should be trimmed with a sharp knife 
and well glasspapered to give a smooth 
finish. 

Make legs in pairs 
Next make up the legs (pieces 3) into 

pairs. The design sheet shows how these 
are dowelled and glued together. The 
dowelling can be omitted as the legs 
will be held secure by scrims from the 
inside of the box, again countersunk and 
filled in. The positioning of the legs is 
indicated by a broken line on piece I on 
the design sheet. Four screws for each 
pair of legs will,be found sufficient — 
two for each section. At this stage, 
ensure that the box stands level on its 
legs. 
A piece of lin. by ¡ in. stripwood 

(piece 6) is now glued and screwed 
centrally between the top of the sides, as 
shown in Fig. I, and the arm pieces (4) 
for the handle are added the same as for 
the legs. These will cover the screws 
needed to fix piece 6, and they in turn 
arc screwed from the inside, two screws 
for each arm piece. To complete the 
handle, an I lin. length of ¡ in, round 
rod is glued into the holes provided in 
the arm pieces. 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

A Kit for 37/6 
All the wood, hinges, knobs, stays, 
etc, needed to make this charming 
worklicix are contained in Kit No. 
3166, price 37/6, from Hobbies 
branches, or post free from Hobbles 
LW, Dereham, Norfolk. 

The construction of the two lids is 
seen on the design sheet and in Fig. 2: 
They consist of pieces of lin. by ¡ in. 
stripwood ( 10), halved together to form 
frames. These are glued and pinned 
underneath pieces 5, ¡ in, all round from 
the edges. When the lids are lowered the 
frames fit into the squares formed by 
the ends, sides and piece 6. Pieces 9 at 
the hinged end of the lids can now be 
glued on. as seen in Fig. 4. 
The lids are hinged to pieces 2 and the 

lid stays added as indicated in Fig. 3. 
Position these so that when open the 
lids arc fixed in the perpendicular. The 
addition of Hobbies plastic knobs 
(No. 707) screwed into the lids, com-
pletes the construction. 

Clean up the work thoroughly and 
finish as desired, either by staining and 
polishing or with enamel paint. Wor-
kers will have their own ideas about 

finishing the interior to give a smart 
effect. It can be lined with silk or other 
material. Here the opinion of the 
woman of the house can be sought, and 
provision can also be made for the 
holding of scissors, etc., in the ' wells' of 
the lids. 

Uses for Olive Oil 

AFrER washing clothes or when 
hands get hard and dry, rub them 
well with olive oil, then wipe off 

with an old rag. 
Before doing dirty work rub olive oil 

well in hands and nails — it keeps them 
clean and soft. 
Rubbed into the scalp olive oil pro-

motes growth and silkiness of the hair, 
especially if a shampoo is contemplated 
the next day. 

Inkstains soaked with olive oil for a 
time, then washed in hot suds, usually 
disappear. 

Olive oil blended with condensed 
milk, vinegar, a pinch of salt and a little 
mustard, makes a very good, cheap and 
nourishing salad dressing. 

Olive oil and salt will often eradicate 
white marks from furniture. (R.L.C.) 

MASSIVE 

JIGSAW 

PUZZLE 

OUR picture shows Tim Cain and 
David Doggett working on a 
massive jigsaw puzzle made by 

them on a Hobbies Gem Fretmachinc. 
This puzzle contains 10,800 interlocking 
pieces, covers 80 sq. ft. and tells the 
story of Jesus in twenty episodes. 

Undoubtedly many readers saw these 
two fretwork enthusiasts with their 
puzzles and Gem Machines on B.B.C. 
Television in the film 'Stranger than 
Fiction'. Tim and David arc two of 
Skipper Clifford L. Tillett's White 
Crusader Boys. All the boys of this 
splendid London Club use Hobbies 
Gem Machines for making the countless 
toys they give away as Christmas gifts to 
orphans and deserving charities. 
The Gem speeds up cutting tremen-

dously and is a fine piece of machinery 
for £5.17.6. 

A Simple Dowel Marker 
ASOLDERED 

II  
< 

HOLE TO CLEAR P/A( 

F" 
5/8/N. OIA. ROLM ROD 

APPLICATOR 

1TH several of the little 
markers and the special appli-
cator described here the job of 

marking out blind dowel holes becomes 
as simple as possible. 

To make these markers, 
obtain a couple of dozen brass 
drawing pins with large flat 
machined heads and 'screwed 
in' pins. These drawing pins are 
usually about tin. or ¡in. dia-
meter and are about 11K i n. thick. 
These are soldered together 
in pairs, as shown in Fig. J. 
To solder successfully, first 

'tin' the heads and then apply 
heat again and press together. 
Do not use a lot of solder or 
it will be difficult to align the 
pins. The markers cannot be 
accurate in use unless the pins 
are accurately in line and con-
centric with each other. 
To position the markers an, 

applicator as shown in Fig. 2 is needed. 
This can be made from a piece of dowelling 
about gin. or ¡ in, diameter and about 
3ins. long. Round off one end with glass-
paper and square the other end. Then 
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drill a small hole in the flat end, just 
big enough to allow the pin of the draw-
ing pin to enter freely and deep enough 
to clear its length. 

Application 

In use, the marker is fitted into the 
applicator and with the round end in the 
palm of the hand, and the rim of the 
marker held between the thumb and 
forefinger (see Fig. 3) push the pin into 
the wood where a dowel hole is re-
quired. With the applicator, position all 
the markers required, and then present 
the other piece of wood to the outstand-
ing points of' the markers and push home. 
On taking the two pieces apart and 

removing the markers, the dowel 
hole positions will be found to be accur-
ately marked on both parts of the job in 
hand. 

Drilling to size finishes the job except 
for fitting of the dowels. 
A dozen or so of these handy and 

easily made markers and one applicator. 
vt ill be found most useful in any amateur 
constructor or woodworker's kit of 
tools. (T.H.M.) 
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An ideal home for pets 

MAKE A RABBIT HUTCH 

RABBITS have always been popu-
lar as pets. Not only among 
young people but among grown-

ups they are great favourites. No 
animal is more docile, more quiet. Even 
the youngest child can stroke them 
without fear. Altogether they are de-
lightful pets, certainly repaying in 
pleasure the little attention they need. 

But if you arc fair to your pet you 
ought to see it has decent accommoda-
tion. Apart from the humanity of this, 
experience shows that good housing 
will save you a lot of trouble from the 
point of view of ailments. A well housed 
rabbit will remain healthy and live long, 
giving practically no trouble at all. 

By A. Fraser 

So, right from the start, build a 
really good hutch. One has to build one 
in any case, so it might as well be a 
proper one. 
What makes a good hutch? There are 

several requirements, but two really 
important ones. First, it must be large. 
It is simply cruel to coop up a rabbit in a 
small narrow box where the rabbit 
cannot even stretch itself. The bigger the 
hutch, the less cruel you are, so the onus 
is on you. Second, the hutch must be 
completely waterproof. Rabbits, just as 
much as human beings, arc miserable 
and unhappy if obliged to live in wet 
draughty quarters. 

For this hutch, it is recommended 
that the minimum size should be 311. 
long by 2ft. wide, with 211. high door. 
The ridge of the roof will, of course, be 
higher than the door — say, 6 to 9ins. 
The roof must slope to shed the rain. 
The thicker the wood you can use, the 

better. This means more strength and 
warmth, lin, thick wood would be 
satisfactory. 

First, make the floor of the hutch. 
You will need a sufficient number of 
ordinary boards to make the width of 
the floor, and these should be joined 
together by a batten along each end. 
Fig. 1 shows the boards (A) joined by 
batten (B). The battens should be sawn 
off flush with the edges of the boards. 
These boards should be as thick as 
possible, one inch for boards and bat-
tens would do. 

After this, make the sides of the 
hutch. Select a number of boards to 
stretch the exact width of the floor 
already made. Set them up side by side 

against the wall or on the ground, 
'so that the bottoms arc absolutely 
in line, and each board is pressed 
close up against its neighbour.Using 
straightedge and pencil, mark off on 
the boards the slope of the hutch. 
The degree of slope is not impor-
tant, so long as it will shed the rain 
easily. 
Mark off a similar number of 

boards to form the opposite side of 
the hutch. 

Before assembling the sides, take 
the front boards in each side (C in 
Figs. 1, 2, 3) and saw out a section 
at the top front corner. This is to 
accommodate the cross-piece (D) 
(Figs. 1, 2, 3) which comes at the 
top of the hutch front. If (D) is 2ins. 
by 1 in. section, then the cut-out 
should be 2ins. deep by I in. wide. 
The side elevation in the circular in-
set of Fig. 3 is explanatory. 

Having sawn out the sections, the 
side boards can be placed together 
on the ground and nailed together on to a 
batten (E, Figs. 2, 3). This batten 
should run flush with the tops of the 
boards, and be sawn off at the shoulders. 
When this is done, each side can bz 

paced against the hutch floor already 
made, and the bottoms of the boaris 
nailed to the battens (B) (Fig. I). 

The back can now be fitted. This will 
consist of similar boards, but put on 
horizontally this time. The boards 
should be marked off and nailed on 
one at a time. They are nailed into the 
back edge of the side board (L). See 
Fig. 4. Nails are also driven into the 
back of the floor, through the bottom 
board of the back (K). 
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The back boards should come to the 
same height as the shoulder of (L) 
Fig. 4. The top edge of the back can be 
chamfered with a plane so that it 
continues the slope of the side, and so 
make a close fit with the roof to be put 
on later. 
The next thing to do is to fix the 

piece (D) (Fig. 3) across the front. This 
should be marked off and sawn to the 
correct length, and it has to be nailed to 
the side boards (C). It can be chamfered 
off to continue the slope of the roof, or 
just left as in the drawings. 

Before nailing into position, it is best 
to attach to it the front boards (F,F) in 
Fig. 3. If the hutch is 36ins. long, then 
these boards can make up a width of 
about I4ins. The top edges must be 
chamfered off to accord with the slope 
of the roof. 
Having nailed on the front boards, 

attach the whole to the hutch front, 
nailing (D) to side boards (C), and the 
front boards at the bottom to the floor 
edge (Fig. 1). 

Before proceeding further with the 
woodwork, it is advisable to paint the 
inside now with a couple of coats of 
white or light cream paint. It is easier to 
do this at this stage before the roof is 
put on. The paint will keep the wood 
clean and the interior light and cheerful, 
and so set off the rabbit's appearance. 
While the paint is drying, the roof can 

be made. This, again, consists of boards 
preferably laid horizontally. As in the 
case of the back, these should be 
marked, sawn and fixed one by one. 

They can be painted on the under 
surface before nailing. The bottom 
board should be allowed to project 
2ins. or 3ins. to create an overhang, so 
that the rain drips free — away from 
the hutch front. 
The door can next be made. This is 

easily done by making a frame of, say, 
lin, by lain. stuff. Half-lap joints arc 
quickest. These can be glued and 
screwed together. The width of the door 
will be that distance between the edge of 
the front boards (F,F) and the outside of 
the side board (C). The door will be 
flush with the bottom of the floor, but its 
height will not go right up to the roof, or 
the door would not open owing to the 
sloping overhang of the roof obstructing 
it. Make it high enough to come just 
over the bottom edge of the cross-piece 
(D). This should enable the door to 
swing open without bumping into the 
overhang. The wire netting should be 
¡in. or I in. mesh and can be attached to 
the back of the frame with staples. 
Alternatively, laths or stripwood can be 
used to hold it down. 
Two good hinges can hang the door to 

the front boards and on the right-hand 
side some method, such as a hook and 
staple, should be adopted to secure the 
door to the side boards. 

Next,. the hutch is covered with thin 
roofing felt to make it absolutely water-
tight, and draught-free. First, cut one 

long piece to extend from the side of the 
door (near the hinges) along the front 
boards, then round the side, then the 
back, then along the right-hand side of 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 4 
hutch. Nail into place, and cut the felt 
along the bottom and again along the 
roof top. 
A second piece of roofing felt is then 

laid over the roof top, folded over on all 

four sides about lins. or so, and nailed 
down. 
The hutch is now practically com-

plete. There remains only the refine-
ment to be seen in the illustration. This 
is a special canopy which is very 
serviceable in wet weather. Everyone 
who has kept rabbits knows that with 
the ordinary hutch, the rain drives into 
the hutch through the wire-netting and 
the floor far back into the hutch be-
comes soaked. This unsatisfactory state 
of affairs is obviated by the special 
canopy mentioned. It consists of a 
simple frame of wood fitted with a pane 
of glass. This keeps out the rain success-
fully and yet at the same time allows the 
light still to get into the hutch, and, of 
course, the rabbit to see outside. 
The canopy is hinged beneath the 

overhang of the roof proper as seen in 
Fig. 5. A simple wood stay can be used 
to hold the canopy up. In the summer a 
piece of roofing felt can be pinned over 
the canopy and can serve as a sun-shade. 
Mount the hutch on bricks as shown 

in the illustration, to keep it away from 
the damp ground, and also allow better 
viewing of the rabbit. Use plenty of 
sawdust for the floor, with some hay or 
straw for the part behind the front 
boards where the rabbit can retire. 

Clean thé hut out frequently. It only 
takes a minute or two, and will keep the 
hutch and rabbit clean and sweet smelling. 

Make Useful Hoes from old Saws 
HAS it ever occurred to you that 

the old rusty handsaw hanging 
up in the shed can be brought out 

of retirement and given a further useful 
life? 
Many gardeners will welcome the 

useful hoe described here and which is 
made from an old saw — in fact, 
several can be got out of one saw blade. 
Although rusty, the blade is generally of 
good quality steel and will stand a 
considerable amount of hard wear. 

Besides turning over the soil a hoe 
should be able to chop down unwanted 
weeds, and if the teeth are left on the 
saw blade the efficiency of the tool is 
increased. 

Cutting the saw blade may present a 
little difficulty, the steel is tough but 
with care and patience the problem can 
be overcome. If you possess a large vice 
a piece can be snapped off with ease, or 
you may have a friend with a guillotine 
to chop off the required pieces. Failing 
these you can cut half way through the 
blade with a triangular file and then 
snap it off. 
Whatever method you adopt the 

edges will need filing level and any 
. rough parts removed. If the saw is 
covered with rust this is best removed 

with emery paper, because a smooth hoe 
will do the job so much better than a 
rusty one. 

Several different patterns are shown 
at (C), which will file to shape fairly 
easily if held tightly in the vice. You 
may, however, have other ideas and 
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like to design your own hoe blade. Two 
holes for fixing the blade will be needed 
and these should be about in. A 
twist drill with plenty of pressure and a 
slow action will give best results with 
mild steel. 

Fixing the blade to' the handle is 
achieved with the aid of steel or iron 
tubing and you can have either a single-
or double-ended hoe as shown at (A) 
and (B). For the ordinary single-ended 
type you need an 'L' bend, and for the 
other a 'T' piece. The blades may be set 
at different angles. 
One or two pieces of tubing 2ins. long 

are screwed tightly into these angle 
pieces depending on the type you use to 
hold the hoe blades, while a longer 
piece about 3ins. long serves to hold the 
handle: 
The sketch shows the handle piece 

split and opened up slightly to take a 
sturdy handle. 
When preparing the tube for the hoe 

blade it is an advantage to plug it first 
with a piece of dowel rod which helps to 
strengthen it and form a firm base for 
the riveting. Cut the slot with a hack-
saw. Do not make the slot too wide — a 
tight fit is best. Two good rivets will 
complete the job.(A.F.T.) 



Neat and efficient 

ALBUM FOR 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
OUR grandparents were very 

proud of their substantial photo-
graph albums, which contained 

the portraits of most of the uncles and 
aunts from childhood to maturity. They 
had to be big, because the photographs 
of those days were mounted on thick 
cards, and the tiny prints we know had 
not become popular. 
And again, it was quite the thing to 

display the family album to friends with 
a certain amount of pride. But like the 
pictures they held, they seemed stiff and 
starchy, so here is a suggestion for mak-
ing your own albums, introducing new 

Fig. 2—Shaded portion shows binding material 

features to make the whole an enjoyable 
record of any holiday. 
An album in its simplest form is 

merely a number of pages held together 
between stiffer backs of cardboard. They 
may be fastened together by cord, 
hinged rings or special barrelled screws 
bought from a stationer's. Holes are 
pierced with a punch and the fasteners 
keep the pages in position. You may buy 
lare sheets of pastel paper in black, 
dark brown or grey, measuring 20ins. by 
25ins., and these can be cut up to suit 
your own requirements. It is wiser to 
prepare a stiff cover and back covered 
with a gay paper. A convenient size for 
such albums is 10ins. by 71ins., and they 
may be either upright or horizontal. 

Described 

by 
S. H. L. 

Fig. 3--Photographs and their story 
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Allow the edges of the covers to overlap 
the pages slightly as shown in Fig. 1 to 
give protection. 
A more ambitious album is shown in 

Fig. 2, where a hinging arrangement is 
provided. Two pieces of card for the 
back and front, and three smaller pieces, 
1-lins. in width. One of the latter is for 
the spine, and the other two, which are 
punched, for the hinge. These cards are 
glued to some good paper or bookbind-
ing linen, with the corners trimmed as 
shown. Another piece of stiff paper is 
then glued to the inside, flush with the 
edges, and not folded over. Sheets are 

then cut to fit the binders. It is easier if a 
small gauge is prepared, so that the holes 
are punched in the correct place on every 
leaf. This can be another strip similar to 
the ones used in the cover, laid on the 
leaves and the position of the holes 
marked before punching. 
You may wish to make up an album 

of your own size, so particular measure-
ments are not given, but remember that 
the spine should not be too large for the 
slim album, and you may dispense with 
this strengthener. Otherwise, leave about 
tin. between the three strips. Moreover, 
if you prefer the simpler form, it is pre-
ferable that the top card is scored to 
make a hinge, ease opening, and prevent 
damage. 
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In compiling the album, try to start at 
the beginning of your holiday, arranging 
the pictures in a proper sequence, and 
this is best done before mounting be-
gins. In addition, you can include sou-
venirs of the holiday in the form of 'bus 
tickets, theatre programmes, menu cards 
or, perhaps, pressed flowers and picture 
postcards you may have bought, besides 
your own photographs. 

Write a short account 

Having decided the arrangement of 
the pictures and souvenirs, it is also nice 
to write a short account of the holiday, 
incorporating any incident of interest, or 
any story worth recording. 

Writing up the album requires space, 
so it is best to allow for this by mounting 
only two or three pictures on a pase 
(Fig. 3), and for variety, place them in 
different positions on each succeeding 
page. White ink, or white pencil shows 
up well on the darker coloured papers 
and these may be bought at any photo-
graphic shop. 
Any of the usual mountants may be 

used for sticking the prints in the 
album, but there is no need to paste all 
the back of the print. It is far more 
satisfactory to apply just a little to the 
top edge. Alternatively, you may use 
some of the special adhesive corners. 
Flowers may be mounted by means of 
thin strips of Sellotape, with slits cut in 
the page for holding programmes if you 
wish these to be removable. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

Next week's Issue will contain 

* instructions for making a gar-

den seat — quite simple, cheap 

and efficient. Make sure of your 

copy. • 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

Hints on a gay medium 

Decorating Parchment 

W
ITH its attractive colour and 
variations in shade, • parch-
ment paper makes an ideal 

background for decorative work. It can 
be bought in large or small sheets and 
can be cut up and used for covering 
boxes, making lampshades, book-
markers, table-mats and a host of other 
useful things. 
Where the paper is to cover boxes or 

mats it should be glued down before 
work commences, using waterproof 
glue as shown in Fig. 1, but in the case 
of lampshades it should be decorated 
before assembly. 

Suitable subjects forming the basis of 
a design can be obtained from maga-
zines and coloured shrubs and seed 
catalogues. There is no need to copy the 
pictures exactly, just use them as a 
guide and single out one well-shaped 
flower for repetition. Do not make the 
mistake of using too many colours. 
Three or four will give a better effect if 
used with discretion. 

Before commencing work, lightly rub 
over the parchment with methylated 
spirit to remove grease spots. Take care 
not to touch the surface again with the 
hands. 
Choose a simple design to start with 

and transfer it, by means of pencil 
carbon paper, to the parchment. Blue 
carbon paper can be used, but it must be 
handled carefully and traced very 
lightly or marks will appear where they 
are not wanted. (Pencil carbon paper is 
made by pencilling on the back of a 

piece of notepaper and rubbing it over 
with a piece of rag. Dust lightly to 
remove excess carbon and the paper is 
ready for use.) 

Paint in the design with coloured 
waterproof inks, shading with darker 
colours if necessary. The ink can be 
diluted with distilled or boiled water to 
give lighter shades. Sometimes a 
design can be improved by outlining 
in black or brown ink. Instead of a 

paintbrush use a fine mapping pen for 
this job, using the ink straight from the 
bottle. 

Plastic enamel paint can also be used 
with good effect. To simulate oil paint-
ing, keep the paint fairly stiff and give 
two or three coats to build up a 'body'. 
Do not try to put on 
too much paint ata 
time, but keep the 
various coats thin 
and they will dry out 
quickly and give a 
better result. 
Keep a piece of 

paper handy while 
painting, to test the 
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brush and the colour. Work the brush to 
a point before attempting to apply it 
to the design. Be careful not to overlap 
coats which are not perfectly dry. With oil 
painting it is not necessary to add an 
outline as with the waterproof drawing 
inks. 

Poster paints are also useful for 
'matt' decorations and splendid effects 
can be obtained by using the bright 
colours which are obtainable now. If 
the paint, which is water based, will not 
take well to the surface, a little soap 
should be worked on to the brush be-
fore charging it with colour. Keep a 
small piece of soap handy, dip the 
brush in water, apply it to the soap, 
working up a little lather, then charge 
with paint. Finish off the work by 
giving a coat of clear varnish. 
The illustration shows suitable sub-

jects for decorating. The tableinats are 
painted with the magnolia motif shown 
full size in Fig. 2. This design shows the 
kind of picture to choose and will help 
you to get started on your &st job. 
Parchment paper can be obtained from 
Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk, price 
2/- per sheet of 25ins. by 10ins. 

(M.h.) 

Fig. 2 
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Radio Control—Part 5 

BOAT STEERING UNIT 

A
TRANSMITTER and receiver 
which can be built at low cost 
have been described, and a 

mechanism to transform the signal into 
actual movements of the boat rudder is 
now required. This item can be made in 
various forms, but that described here is 
probably the simplest which can be 
used with good results. Made up as 
directed, it provides for straight sailing, 
turning either way, and floating with 
propulsion motor off. 
The basis of the unit is a small clock-

work motor of the kind used in cheap 
toys. It is also possible to buy suitable 
small motors separately. A very power-
ful spring, or long-running motor is not 
required, because it only has to move a 
small rudder from side to side, and only 
runs down a quarter of a turn at a time, 
when the rudder is being moved from 
one position to another to steer the 
boat. For a small boat, a light motor is 
necessary, and it must not take up too 
much space. Such motors are about 
l¡ins. to 2ins. long, 1 in. or so wide, and 
around ¡in. deep. The size or shape is 
unimportant provided the motor can be 
accommodated in the boat. • 

Escapement 
All the additions necessary to the 

motor for steering purposes are shown 
in Fig. I. The escapement wheel (A) is 
fixed to the driving spindle of the motor. 
An existing cog or wheel can be shaped 

--
WIRE TO 
RUDDER 

DRIVING STEERING RECEIVER RELAY 
MOTOR UNIT AERIAL 

.... ... 
Fig. 3—Steering unit,etc.,as incorporated in Hobbies Launch Patricia Design No. 3096 

The part (B) is bent up from thin 
sheet iron, a strip about 2ins. long and 
¡in. wide being necessary. (Brass may be 
used if a piece of iron or tin-can is fixed 
opposite the magnet pole.) The ends of 
the shaped piece should be filed smooth, 
and a thin steel rod (such as a piece of 
knitting needle) is soldered in the pivot 
corner, and passes th ough small holes 
drilled in the motor frame. A thin, weak 
spring holds the escapement against the 
stop bracket. 
An existing magnet from an electric 

bell, etc., can be used, or one wound by 

WINDER WIRE TO RUDDER 

STOP BRACKET SPRING 
Fig. 1—The steering motor 

correctly by filing, or one may be made 
from thin sheet metal, about lin, or so 
in diameter, and soldered to the axle. 
The teeth are shaped as indicated if the 
spindle rotates as shown by the arrow. 
If the motor runs the opposite way, then 
the teeth are reversed. The escapement 
wheel has a small bolt projecting 
vertically. The looped end of a stiff wire, 
used to control the rudder, can be 
dropped over this bolt. 

fitting cheeks to an iron core, and filling 
with insulated wire. An iron or steel 
bolt will do for the core. If the mechan-
ism works freely, and the spring is 
weak, a very powerful magnet is not 
necessary. Current only flows for a few 
moments when direction is being 
changed. A dry battery is, therefore, 
suitable, and the magnet can be wound 
with 24 S.W.G. wire, for a 41 V battery. 
The magnet is so positioned that when 
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the escapement piece (B) is attracted to 
it, the wheel tooth near the magnet is 
released, so that the wheel turns until 
the next tooth engages the end (B). 
When the circuit is broken, the escape-
ment returns to the position shown in 
Fig. 1, but the wheel will have rotated 
one-quarter of a turn. The wheel can 
thus be brought to rest in any one of 
four positions. This gives right and left 
steering, and two positions where the 
rudder is straight. 

In order that the inechanism may 
work properly, the ends of the teeth 
should be filed smooth and free of any 
rough edges. The teeth should only be 

WINDER A 

BAKELITE CAM"-el..,  

Fig. 2—How the propulsion motor is switched 

very small, and the magnet should be as 
near the escapement as possible, so that 
the latter does not need to move very 
far. 

Tipi boat rudder is pivoted freely, and 
has a small crank at right angles to the 
rudder. The wire in Fig. 1 is long enough 
to reach this, and has a further loop at 
its other end, which slips over the 
crank. Having four teeth on the wheel 
(A) gives left and right steering (with 
straight ahead), but no intermediate 
rudder positions. This is the arrangement 

found on most small models, and 
is quite satisfactory in practice. If 
intermediate positions are wanted (rud-
der half to port, and half to starboard) 
then the wheel must have eight teeth. It 
can then be brought to rest in any one of 
eight positions. 

Motor Switching 
The steering mechanism already de-

scribed will, of course, function alone, 
and this gises the equivalent degree of 
control to that in some simple, com-
mercially-manufactured radio-controlled 
boats. However, it is best to make fur-
ther use of the one unrequired 'straight 
ahead' position of the escapement 
w heel, to switch off the propulsion motor. 
The model can then be brought to 
a standstill in the centre of the pond, 
when desired. It can also be placed in 
the water with motor off, and control 
taken up from the transmitter. 
To do this, a small piece of shaped 

Bakelite is pushed on the spindle carry-
ing wheel (A). In some models there 
will be sufficient space for this under the 
wheel. But in others it will be necessary 
to take the clockwork motor to pieces, 
and fit the cam on the spindle inside, as 
in Fie. 2. The cam can be filed from any 
hard insulating material, or can easily be 
made by sawing a small piece off a length 
of ¡ in. diameter rod, and filing to shape. 
It is a tight push fit on the spindle. 
Two thin, light contact strips are 

bolted together as shown, with three 
small pieces of insulating material (C). 
The holes in the metal strips clear the 
bolts, so that the circuit is only com-
pleted when the ends of the contact 
strips touch. A small bracket is bolted 
inside the motor, and the contact as-
sembly is fitted to this by nuts. When 
the rudder is in one straight-ahead 
position, the point of the cam presses 
back the longer strip, opening the cir-
cuit, and halting the driving motor. In 
all other positions of the wheel (A) the 
two metal strips are in contact, so that 
the motor is running. One strip is wired 
to the motor, and the other to the 
battery.  

Fitting the Unit 
If the motor is screwed to a shaped 

piece of wood cut to fit inside the hull, it 
will rest securely. If bulkheads or other 
mcmbers of the hull are strong enough, a 
few small screws will hold the motor in 
place. • 
The electrical circuit to the propul-

sion motor is as mentioned. The wire 
connecting link is made of a suitable 
length, so that the rudder adopts the 
proper right, left, and central positions, 
as the escapement wheel turns. The 
escapement magnet is wired to the 
receiver relay contacts and operating 
battery — the seine battery which drives 
the propulsion motor will tio for the 
magnet also.  

This is the 5th and concluding 
article in F. G. Rayer's series on 
radio control for model boats par-
ticularly as applied to Hobbies 
motor launch 'Patricia'. Copies of 
the magazine in which previous 
articles have appeared can lie ob-
tained from the Editor, price 6d. 
each, post free. 

Full kit for making the 'Patricia' 
(No. 3096) including motor and 
propeller unit, costs only 39/6 from 
branches or llobbies Ltd.Dereham, 
Norfolk, (post free). 

, „---'__--14`-.7n44•_; ‘-..,"..:,_--e..'" 
\ -. .1‘ _____„.4.....4,..:F......,..i........, 

-42›.....---....-.:": 

It is desirable to keep weight as low 
down as possible, especially in a small 
model, so the unit should rest on the 
bottom of the boat. The most convenient 
posilion will be near the stern, so that a 
long operating wire is not required. 

Sailing 
It will be realised that the same 

sequence always arises, namely: motor 
off, turn right, sail straight, turn left. 
This is so with all control mechanisms 
of this type, but does not constitute any 
real disadvantage because undesired 
positions can be passed through in a 
second or so, before the boat has time to 
respond. For example, assume the boat 
is floating by the pond side. If it is to be 
sailed away turning right, one pressure 
is given on the transmitter key. If it is to 
sail away straight ahead, two quick 
pressures are given on the key. Similarly, 
if to sail away to the left, three impulses 
are transmitted, and even these would 
take scarcely more than a second in all. 
The same sequence is kept in mind for 

sailing. For example, if the boat is going 
straight ahead, and is to be stopped, two 
impulses accomplish this. With a very 
little practice it will be found that the 
boat can be sailed about in any desired 
manner with accuracy and ease, and 
there can never be more than two 
undesired positions to bc passed through, 
whatever manoeuvre is intended. 
With an 8-tooth wheel, more rapid 

keying will be necessary, as more 
positions may require to be passed. For 
this reason the 4-tooth wheel is best for a 
beginning. 

If an 8-tooth wheel is subsequently 
used, the sequence will be:-1, stop; 
2, half right; 3, right; 4, half right; 
5, sail straight; 6, half left; 7, left; 
8, half left. The two wasted positions 
(e.g., 4 and 8) can, if desired, operate 
other contacts, to reverse the propulsion 
motor, allowing the boat to move 
backwards. This gives field for experi-
ment. But despite its simplicity, the 
movements provided by the 4-tooth 
wheel, as dealt with above, will be found 
very satisfactory, indeed. 

In Fig. 3 the general arrangement of 
the main working parts of the boat will 
be seen, fitted in the Hobbies motor 
launch ' Patricia'. To avoid unnecessary 
modification to the plans of this model, 
the actuator can be fitted into the space 
intended for the rear seat. The receiver 
or relay can fit on top of the 44 V 
driving battery, a piece of card being 
placed over the battery first. The front 
seat compartment is then used for the 
remaining equipment (relay, in the 
photo) and receiver batteries, leads 
passing through holes in the bulkheads. 
A low, light superstructure or cabin will 
cover the working parts, the vertical 
aerial wire projecting through a clear-
ance hole in the roof of this. To pre-
serve balance the batteries must be kept 
low in the bottom of the boat. 

A Stickler for Detail 

A splendid collection of ship models submitted by Mr R. L. MrKinlay, aroused much 
admiration at the Hounslow Rotary Club Exhibition. Although he is 80, Mr McKinley 
is still passionately fond of model boat making, and is a stickler for detail, especially 

when It comes to the rigging which, he says, maker the ship. 
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Model Railways—Part 6 

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT 

Colour-light signal ' 00' 
(Courtesy Trix Ltd) 

THERE is no doubt that the enjoy-
ment to be obtained from any 
model railway layout — large or 

small— is greatly increased if a certain 
amount of signalling is provided; just 
how much being dictated by circum-
stances. 

Such signals as are provided should 
always be applied and placed . in ac-
cordance with correct real railway 
principles, for although it is not always 
practicable, except in the case of the 
very elaborate and costly layout, to 
reproduce full-sized signalling practice 
completely, it is amazing what can be 
done mith a few of the simpler types to 
afford a measure of train protection and 
at the same time to add very greatly to 
the realism and relief of a model line. 
To apply even a few 'upper quadrant' 

or 'colour-light' signals calls for some 
knowledge of general railway signalling 
practice and principles, so a discursion 
into the rudiments of British railway 
signalling will now be made with a view 
to the reader applying the knowledge 
gained to making his layout more 
spectacular and complete. 

Signal posts are usually placed on the 
'near' or left-hand side of the line as : 
vie‘‘ed by the driver on an approaching L._ 
train, the arm being placed on the left-
hand side of the post. 
The first signal seen by the driver of a 

train approaching a signal box or 
station is given the name of 'distant', as 
it is located at a considerable distance 
from the signal box. 
From the distant signal it may be up 

to 1,000 yards to the next signal—the 
'home', which is generally situated in the 
immediate vicinity of the station signal 
box. It is a 'stop' signal which must not 

be passed by the driver when it is in the 
'on' or 'danger' position. This is in con-
trast to the yellow 'distant' signal, 
which may be passed when in the 'on' or 
'caution' position, providing that the 
driver is ready to pull up when he 
arrives at the next signal—the 'home'. 

By E. F. Cal-ter 

Further on, at the engine-end of the 
station platform, is another signal, this 
time termed the 'starter', which gives the 
all clear to trains about to start from the 
platform. There is, however, a slight 
variant which is often used at stations 
where the exit road from sidings is at 
some distance ahead of the platform 
starter signal. In such cases it may, on 

. , . - ... . .. . 

SIGNALS BUILT FROM PARTS 

1 Upper Quadrant Stop Signal (W. Reg) 
2 Lower Quadrant Goods Signal (W. Reg) 
3 Upper Quadrant Distant Signal (E. Reg) 
4 Upper Quadrant Goods Signal (S. Reg) 
5 Upper Quadrant Stop Signal (S. Reg) 
6 Lower Quadrant Distant Signal (S. Reg) 
7 Upper Quadrant Distant Signal (M. Reg) 
8 Upper Quadrant Stop Signal (M. Reg) 
9 Lower Quadrant Stop Signal (W. Reg) 
(Lower Left) Two-arm Home & Distant Signal 
(Lower Right) Two-arm Bracket Signal 
(Lower Centre) Kit of parts for Two-arm Bracket 

Signal 

_,• 

t colour of the light displayed when in the 
'on' position is amber—not red, as in 
the case of the other types. 
The question of whether or not dis-

tant signals are incorporated into a lay-
out is largely determined by the length 
of track run between adjacent stations. 
If this is not more than four average 
train-lengths, it will not be found either 
necessary or convenient to use them— 
except, perhaps, for purely decorative 
purposes. 

Signals of all types and with various 
arrays can be purchased, either ready-
made or in kit form, from which a 
multiplicity of specially planned designs 
with bracket posts or gantries can be 
built. Similarly, colour-light signals are 
purchasable which can be easily in-
stalled and operated, incidentally with-

...1, out any mechanical complications—a 
%+fe from a switch in the signal-box 
being all that is required. Such signals 
can be illuminated from the power sup-
ply unit which drives the trains—at 
least, in most cases. They can, however, 
be lighted from small dry-cell batteries 
very cheaply. 

* * * * * * 

Our next issue will contain details of the 
circuit for an automatic block signalling 
system. 

occasion. be necessary to allow an engine 
or train to pass the 'starter' so that the 
sidings may be entered without giving 
the driver a clear road forward as far as 
the next station's 'home' signal. To 
provide for such exigencies, another 
signal is introduced between the station 
'starter' and the next 'distant' (or 
'home') as the case may be. This extra 
signal is termed an 'advanced starting' 
signal. 

Should it be desired to run or shunt a 
train past the station starter with a view 
to entering the sidings ahead, the 
'starter' is placed at 'all clear', whilst the 

• 'advanced starter' is left at 'danger'. 
Should a train desire to leave the station 
for the next station in the ordinary way, 
then both 'starter' and 'advanced 
starter' arc both placed at 'all clear', and 
the road is set right up to the next 
'distant' signal (or to the 'home' signal 
of the next station, as the case may be). 

'Home', 'starting', and 'advanced 
starting' signals are all of the same 
appearance (i.e., red with a white band 
on the face of the arm and white with a 
black bar on the rear. It is their position-
ing which determines their name. 'Dis-
tant' signals have yellow-painted arms 
with a tlack V-shaped stripe across both 
back and front of the arm, and the 

Simple, economical, yet scientifically 
up-to-date, this eye-level viesir-
finder camera takes twelve 21in. sq. 
photos on 120 roll film. Everset 
shutter plunger threaded for cable 
release, and protected by safety slide. 

Synchronised for flash, with two 
sockets into which Coroflash unit 
can be plugged. Complete with 
smart, securely fixed carrying strap. 
From most chemists or photographic 
sealers, or write direct. 

TO CORONET LTD. DEPT. HW, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM 19- 1 
Please send free booklet 'Photography is Fun' 

NAME 

I ADDRESS  

A RAILWAY IN 
YOUR GARDEN! 

Enjoy a fine bobby in pleasant surroundings—build 
model railway in your garden. The July and August 
issues of the Railway Meddler include articles on this 
fascinating subject. 

From all good modelshops and newsagents 

1/6 monthly (postage 3d.) 

THE RAILWAY MODELLER 
PECOWAY, STATION ROAD, SEATON, DEVON 

Wolf Cub 
ELECTRIC DRILL AT 

ONLY 
£5.17.6 

or RI- deposit 
and 6 monthly 

payments of 2016d. 
This wonderful Electric Drill 

is also the power unit for ALL Cub 
equipment. Drilling capacity: Mild 
Steel, 1'; Hard Wood, e; with 210 
watts input on full load. Complete 
with e three-jaw chuck and Allen 
key and Sft. of cable.TVSuppre:sed. 
State Voltage. ALSO Sanding & 
Polishing Kit (drill, discs, etc).Cash 
Price: L6.111. 6 or 22/- deposit and 
6 monthly payments of 221-

Send for illustrated Brochure 
BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS (Dept 114), 5 sni,e, Street, IMO.% 

A Professional Finish 
at your Finger-tips! 

With easy to use Robbialac Lacquer you can give your own 
handiwork a flawless finish. You will enjoy using this quick-
drying versatile Lacquer which covers perfectly in one coat. 
leaves no brush marks and dries dust-free in 2-4 hours 
Overnight it sets to a hard glass-like sheen that resists steam 
and hard wear. 
Sold in a range of 24 brilliant 
colours plus black, white and 
silver, Robbialac Lacquer is 
available from all good paint 
shops, cycle shops, iron-
mongers and hardware dealers 
in handy i, 3 and 1-pt. tins. 

ROBBIALAC 
LACQUER 

2-4 HOURS DRY 
FREE: Put a factory finish' on your 
handiwork. For free Instructional Leaflet 
send 26. stamp to: Dept. 61.7, 
JENSON & NICHOLSON LTD., CARPENTERS ROAD, LONDON, EIS 

CHILTON ELECTRIC 
HOME HAIR 5/.. 
CLIPPER ,„,4y,,4 

Keep short hairstyles 
smartly trimmed your-
self with the Chilton. 
Gives the professional 
comb-and-scissors 
action. Slip comb off 
and use to tidy neck 
hair. Useful for chil-
dren's hair, also for 
men too busy to visit 
barber. Plugs into 
lampholder. Complete 
with plug. A.C. only, 210,7S0v. 
01.144 cash or 5/. deposit and 6 
monthly payments of 14;6. 12 months 
guarantee. ALSO hand clippers 114-. 

Send for list of other Bargains. 
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THE PRACTICAL WAY 
of learning RADIO 

TELEVISION • ELECTRONICS 

Beginners Radio Course • 
Advanced Radio • 

Short Walt. Technique • 
Lesson Manuals • 

Experlmentalwork includes 
construction of Basic Oscil-
lators. Amplifiers, Deflec-
tors, Power Units, 1.2 and 
Multivalve TRF and Super' 
bet receivers. 

COMPLETE EXPERIMENTAL 
COURSES IN RADIO ENGINEERING and SERVICING 
An entirely new series of courses designed to teach Radio. Television and 
Electronics more quickly and thoroughly than any other method. Specially 
prepared sets of radio paru are supplied and with these we teach you, in 
your own haine, the working of fundamental electronic circuits and bring 
you easily to the point when you can construct and service radio receivers, 
etc. Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a new hobby; 
intent upon a career in industry; or running your own business— these 
Practical Courses are ideal and may be yours at very moderate cost. 
With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment and which remain 
your property, you are instructed how to build basic Electronic Circuits 
(Amplifiers, Oscillators. Power Units, etc.) leading to designing, testing 
and servicing of complete Radio and Television Receivers. 

COURSES FROM 151. PER MONTH 

POST THIS COUPON TODAY 

To E.M.I. Institutes, 
Dept. 3IX, Grove Park Road, London, W.4. 
Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses 

NAME   

EMI 
INSTITUTES 
associated whis 

I "HisMaster's Voice." 
ADDRESS   I PA iphoass. 

I Columbia. etc. 
July 4   
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More Random Recipes 

A GREENFLY REPELLENT 
A

N ever present garden pest in the 
summer is the greenfly. How many 
gardeners, for instance, have been 

disappointed to find that their rose-buds 
have opened into distorted blooms, 
which shed their petals almost im-
mediately. By spraying with a simple 
home-made preparation the pest can be 
kept off. 
To make the spray, simply boil 

1 ounce of quassia chips with a pint of 
water and strain the liquid. To this add a 
solution of 4 ounces of common soft-
soap in 1 pint of hot water, stir well and 
pour the mixture into a gallon of cold 
water. The spray is then ready for use. 

TRY SOME OF THESE 
MARBLE COLOURING. A fine rose- or 

flesh-coloured shade may be given to 
marble objects by means of a tincture of 
alkanet root. This root may be obtained 
from a dispensing chemist. Boil out a 
little of the root with enough technical 
grade methyl alcohol to cover it well in a 
reflux apparatus, as shown in the dia-
gram. Filter the tincture and dilute it 
with more methyl alcohol according to 
the depth of shade desired. This dilution 
may easily be ascertained by brushing on 
scrap marble. In using this staining 
solution care should be taken that no 
flames are in the vicinity, for methyl 
alcohol is inflammable. 

POLISHING AMBER. Unworked amber 
should first be filed as smooth as 
possible. Next, work it over with old 
fine glasspaper and then rub up with 
rotten-stone and oil on flannel. A final 
gloss is given by rubbing with dry 
flannel. Worked articles which may 
have suffered small scratches from wear 
can be re-polished with rotten-stone and 
oil on flannel and then with dry flannel. 
A word of warning is necessary. It is 
well known that amber develops elec-
tricity when rubbed. What is not so well 
known is that too long rubbing can 
produce so much electricity that the 
amber can crack and fly to pieces. The 
polishing should, therefore, be in-
terrupted at short intervals and the 
amber left for a while before proceeding. 
PEWTER SOLDER. A good soft solder 

for pewter work may be made by 
melting 1 part of lead, adding 2 parts of 
tin and then 1 part of bismuth — all 
parts by weight. When melted to a 
homogeneous liquid, pour out into long 
strips on a flag-stone. 

BROWNING COPPER. A simple way of 
giving copper articles a brown shade is 
to rub them with a solution of liver of 
sulphur. A 1-ounce of liver of sulphur 

dissolved in 4 or 5 fluid ounces of water 
gives a solution of suitable strength. 
The copper article should be clean and 
bright. After development of the shade 
required, rinse with water and allow to 
dry. The coloured surface layer may be 
made durable if the article comes in for 
much handling by thinly coating with 
a solution of bleached shellac in methyl-
ated spirit. Enough shellac should be 
dissolved in the meths to give a thinly 
syrupy solution. 

Liver of sulphur may be made by 
grinding together i-ounce of potassium 
carbonate and .I-ounce of flowers of 
sulphur in a warm mortar and then 
heating the mixture gradually in a 
crucible until effervescence cdases. Pour 
out the black liquid on to a slate and 
cover with an evaporating dish until 

METHYL 
ALCOHOL AND 

ROOT 

WATER-
BATH 

Making a marble stain 

cool enough to bottle. As it is very 
deliquescent, keep it in a well-stoppered 
bottle. 
ANTIQUE GREEN FINISH ON BRONZE. 

To give the greened appearance of age to 
bronze, first stir into 12 fluid ounces of 
hot water, 1 ounce of ammonium 
chloride, 3 ounces of cream of tartar, 
and 6 ounces of common salt. Mix this 
solution with 8 ounces of a solution of 
copper nitrate whose specific gravity is 
1.16. The liquid is brushed on to the 
bronze and allowed to dry out in a 
damp place. By repeating the operation 
several times a durable antique green 
finish is imparted to the metal. 
BRONZING PLASTER AND WOOD. These 

materials may be made to imitate 
bronze by first giving them a thin coat of. 
boiled linseed oil. Next make some bone 
ash by heating bones in an iron vessel or 
a crucible until they are quite white. 
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Powder the bones finely and mix 6 parts 
with 1 part of bronze powder, both 
parts by weight. With a linen pad, apply 
this mixture to the still tacky linseed 
oil. The pigment known as mosaic gold, 
mixed with 6 times its weight of bone 
ash, may also be used instead of the 
bronze powder. 

MENDING BROKEN STATUETTES. Statu-

ettes and other ornaments of marble 
which do not have to be exposed to 
water can be cemented together again 
with a paste made from white of egg and 
finely powdered quicklime. Apply the 
cement thinly to the clean broken 
surfaces and leave aside for a few days. 
The cement hardens and gives a very 
strong joint. 

MENDING BROKEN STONE. Stone steps 
and similar appointments can be 
mended with a mixture of 20 parts of 
dyer sand, 2 parts of litharge (lead 
monoxide) and 1 part of quicklime, all 
parts by weight. This mixture should be 
made into a putty by kneading with 
boiled linseed oil. Coat the broken 
surfaces of the stone with it, press 
lightly together and scrape away any 
surplus which exudes. This jointing 
compound gradually ages to a stony 
hardness. 

JOINING IRON PIPING. The cement 
used for joining cast-iron piping is 
easily made. Simply mix together 50 
parts of iron filings and 1 part of sal 
ammoniac. The parts are by weight. 
When required for use, mix it to a paste 
with water and apply. This gradually 
oxidises and gives a very firm joint. 

BRUNSWICK GREEN PIGMENT. More 

than one paint pigment carries the name 
Brunswick green. An easy one to pre-
pare is produced by placing copper 
turnings or wire in a shallow dish and 
not quite covering with a solution of 1 
or 2 ounces sal ammoniac (ammonium 
chloride) in 10 fluid ounces of water. By 
leaving this aside the pigment gradually 
forms. Any water lost by evaporation 
should be made up by occasional 
additions of more water. When a good 
quantity of pigment has been formed, 
wash it off the remaining copper into a 
filter and then wash it in the filter with 
plenty of hot water. Let it dry in a warm 
room. Chemically, this type of Bruns-
wick green is an oxychloride of copper. 

CASE-HARDENING IRON. To give iron a 
hard surface, first abrade the surface 
clean and then heat it to bright redness. 
Sprinkle the whole of the area to be 
case-hardened with powdered potassium 
ferrocyanide. The potassium ferro-
cyanide appears to boil, and when this 
ceases, quench the iron in water..(L.A.F.) 

Make Leísure 
a Pleasure with 

Some of our 
\ • ''.... Kits which can _e•-\ ,.., _ ,.. _ be made up as — _____•••• _ 

;111ii 10,10. .. ,I, ,, , ............ • GRAND GIFTS 
..... 
.................. 

24/6 • C Inc rt,ek.d. Wagon3156 • 

NOVEL, 

PRACTICAL 

ELECTRIC 

LIGHTS 23/I I 'Yacht' Kit No.3110 

ElectricTug 'Climax' Kit No. 251 Special C2/6 
(including motor and propeller unit) •'" 

6/9 •Bi rKlieVrsiO . 3140 
((or a pair, including vases) 

— AND 

THRILLING 

JOBS FOR 

ME BOYS 

- 
- • 

45/- Cruiser 'Crusader' Kit No. 3154 
(including motor and propeller unit) 

3/6 w "ktg;...EPIllimer 

CHARMING 

DESIGNS 

wiricH WILL 

DELIGHT 

EVERY 

HOUSEWIFE 

To Hobbies Ltd, Dept. 99, Dereham, Norfolk 

Please send klt marked X (all post free) 

D Covered Wagon 
No. 3156, 24/6 

D Yacht Light 
No. 3110, 23/11 

NAME   

ADDRESS 

D Egg Timer 
No. 3118, 3/6 

Vase Holders 
No. 3140, 6/9 

D Tug 'Climax' 
No. 251 Spl., 52/6 

El Cruiser 'Crusader' 
No. 3154, 45/-

P.O. enclosed for 

From Branches, 

Stockists etc, or fill 

in coupon for one 

of these fine kits 

TODAY 
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* GREAT CAMPING OFFER * 

MADE IN 
THE U.S.A. 
These are a 
gen. Ameri-
can issue.not 
to be con-
fused with 
spurious 
imitations on the market. Real S00% wool 
inner zipped down the front, with an additional 
free waterproof outer, you can sleep in the open. 
Comfortable, warm, rolls into easy carrying pack. 
29/11, post etc. 2/6. LISTS. TENTS, TERMS. 

RIDGE TENTs":41_ 
BRAND NEW de luxe 
'Safety' Tent. All colours. 
Complete. Ideal Cyclists, 

Campers. Length 7 It. 3 in. sleeping base .• 4 ft• 
6in. wide •• 3ft. 6m, high • I2in. walls, all approx. 
Weight 311b. Cash 42!. or 4:- deposit and 6'. 
monthly. With fly-sheet 70/6 or 9/3 deposit & 9/9 
monthly. Both carr. 21-. Don't delay, send now. 

BRAND NEW U.S.A. OFFICER'S 

SLEEPING BAG Z-2 

WITH FREE 
OUTER 1,- 290 II 

Post etc. 
2/6 

IMEIDQUM1n11 & Ffiltn Senn LTD. 

(HOBWX/14), 196-200 Coldharbour Lane. 
Loughboro June., London, S.E.5. Open Sat. 

Dress in 
a 'near 8 O.≤V&a real 
to life' 

eDit Hat,an  y DAVY CROW Crock. 

Jacket. am ccor eerie «err 

e g *NO DE/305%7Y 
Dress' Includes FREE HAT all with 

fringes, and an adjustable belt•Our 
special secret-waterproofed mat-
erial to withstand Prairie storms. 
Hat is real Fur Fabric. Just send 
2!6 for post & pack. If satis. S 
monthly payts. 4/6. Cash 19/11 
complete. Ages 4 to 9 and 10 to 13. 
STATE AGE. DAVY CROCKETT »mink 
TENTS 211-, post, etc. 1/6. • 

GERMAN PR1SMEX 
BINOCULARS 

OLENSESc 40mm COATED 

LENSES. Popular Squat Model 

No Deposit pCri2E 69/6 

For wide field viewing, finest 
value for German Prismes Binoculars. 5f > 41' 
Bending Bar for aye adjustment, centre focus. 
Splendid magnification, 3D viewing. Clear Bloom-
ed lenses, wide angle. Sports and holiday use, day 
and night lenses. Lightweight model. With case 
lanyard and leather straps. Send 2/6 for pack. & 
reg., etc. 7 days appro., if satis. send 4/6. then 8 
pa yts. 9/- in 8 months. CASH 69/6. LISTS, TERMS 

LEARN it as you do it-we provide practical 
equipment combined with instruction in 

Radio, Television, Electricity, Mechanics, 
Chemistry. Photography, etc.-Write for full 
details to E.M.I. Institutes, Dept, HW47, 
London, W.4, 

A NIERICAN MAGAZINES. One year's 
fl.'Popular Mechanics' 32/-; 'Homecraftsman' 
16;6; 'Homecraft' 18/.. Full list from Witten Ltd. 
(Dept. 57), 9 Drapers' Gardens, E.C.2. 

WHEELS (Hardwood and Rubber Tyred 
V1 Metal). Cot, Pram and Doll's House 
Fittings and Papers. Beads, Transfers, Prints and 
other accessories. Stamp for new lists. (Trade 
supplied.) New address - JOYDEN CO. 
91 Peplins Way. Brookmans Park, Herts. 

"CrUKLOS ANNUAL. Indispensable cyclist's 
.I.N.handbook. Tours, resthouses, money-saving 
hints. 2:10, post free. - Burrow, Publishers, 
2 Imperial House, Cheltenham. 

AUDELS. You can make lasting stone-hard 
odels with Sankey's Pyruma Plastic 

Cement. Supplied in tins by Ironmongers, 
Hardwaremen and Builders' Merchants. Ask for 
instruction leatlet. 

• AGIC Catalogue and 'Shocking Letter' 
1 YlArick. lin-DcHempsey, 363 Sandycornbe, 
Kew. Surrey. 

I /VI DIFFERENT stamps free! Request Id. 
upwards discount approvals. - Bush. 

53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset. 
- - 
A CID-SHARPENED FILES. One dozen as-
f),sorted specially sharpened files, all types and 
cuts: ideal for modelmakers. etc. 126 roe free.-
Phoenix File Cu., 22 Last Union Street, Man-
chester 16. 

PLYWOOD. Hardboard, Timbcr, cut to any 
si se. Free delivery.-Leonards, 11 Old Bond 

Street, London, W.I. 

TN0•11T-YOURSELF BOOKS. List free. - 
1./S.P. Ltd., 28(H) Dean Road, London, N.W.2. 

snAINTSPRAYING' HANDBOOK ( 195-4 
Ed.). Covers Car, Industrial & Flock Spray-

ing..3/6, post free, including catalogue of our 
Cellulose and Synthetic l'aints and all Allied 
Sundries and Plant Hire.-Leonard Brooks Ltd., 
81 Oak Road, Harold Wood, Essex. 

PLYWOOD; large sizes, 14 lbs. I0/- delivered (Cypress). C.W.O. - 11. Leader ( 1920), 
Gosford St., Middlesbrough. 

GENUINE Swiss Musical Movements. The 
best and largest selection of tunes in the 

country. lowest prices 16/3 each. Genuine Thorcns 
Movements, 21 /- each. All guaranteed. P. & P. 9d. 
extra on all orders.-Richardson & ['order, HW, 
5 Chapel Place, White Hart Lane, London. Nil. 

CWISS MUSICAL Mechanism for cigarette 
Llboxes. etc., 181- post free. S.A.E. for illustra-
tion and list of tunes available.-Dept. HW. 
Metwood Accessories, Church St., Wolverton, 
Bucks. (Trade supplied.) 

°TAMPS FREE - Empire Packet including 
LIPietorials and Victorians with approvals.-
Robert J. Peek, 7A Kemp Road, Bournemouth. 

SWISS musical box movements. only 14/9 post lice. S.A.E. for details.-Swisscross. Dept. B., 
116 Winifred Rd., Couhdon, Surrey. 

ORNAMEN'TS. brooches, ashtrays, etc. 9d. to 
4/- each. Your colour scheme. Write list.-

Chaplin, 26 Cambridge Drive. London, S.E.I2. 

HOBBIES BRANCHES 
LONDON 

78a New Oxford Street, W.C.1 
(Phone PI USeum 29751 

87 Old Broad Street. E.C.2 
(LONdon Wall 4375) 

81 Streatham Hill, S."A'.2 
(TULse Hill 87961 

GLASGOW-- 326 Argyle Street 
(Phone CEN tral 5042) 

MANCHESTER - 10 Piccadilly 
(Phone CENtral 1787) 

BIRMINGHAM - 100a Dale End 

SHEFFIELD-4 St. Paul's Parade 

LEEDS- 10 Queen Victoria Street 

HULL-- lb Paragon Square 

SOUTHAMPTON - 134 High St. 
(Below Bar) 

BRISTOL-30 Narrow Wine Street 

STOP SMOKING in 3 days or money back. Safe, pleasant. 
permanent. The only scientific way. No Will 
Power necessary. 'Conquered the habit in 2) 
days'.---F.C. 'Within 2 days I was free from the 
tobacco habit'.- W.G. 'Was a smoker for 2 years 
and broke the habit in 2 days'.-- - F.N. 'I used to 
smoke 20 a day ... now 1 have no desire to 
smoke'. - 1.M. Recommended by ' Health and 
Efficiency Magazine'. Complete course 6¡6 (or 
$1.00 bill). Details I id. Stamp. Sent under plain 
cover. NATURE REMEDIES, 28 ( H/157), 
Dean Road, London, N.W.2. Established 1928. 

EVERY CAR THAT PASSES-YOU 
WILL FIND THE 'INDEX MARK 

ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED IN 

WHERE'S THAT CAR FROM? 
Price 9d. 

from all Booksellers or from the Publishers 
(I4d. postage) 

RALEIGH PRESS, EXMOUTH 

FREE!! Interesting pictorial stamps on appli-
cation of discount approvals.-.I. Horton. 

BCAI/VALU, London, V.C.I. 

DRIVATE Christmas Greeting Cards 
Agents (either sex) wanted. Sample book of 

beautiful designs free to enterprising and reliable 
applicants. Generous commission. Also useful 
means of raising funds for any scheme. No out-
lay. Write-British Greeting Card Co., Dept. 3. 
Gate Street. Blackburn. Lancs.  

ONACO 1956 Royal Wedding. This splen-
..(V.I.did set offered Free to approval applirants 
enclosing postage.-Yulwontmor Stamps (Dept. 
H.5.). 29 Layton Menue. Mansfield.  

CPECIAL OFFER - San Marino 1956 Olym-
°pies (5) Free. Request fine world pictorial 
approvals. Postage please.-Summit Stamp Co„ 
48 Chandos Road, London, N.2. 

DARGAIN Marquetry Parcel, 20 best veneers 
.Ullapprox. 8 sq. ft.. 6/.. Swann Morton craft 
tool handle, three blades, 219 post free.-Kirbys, 
322 Denman St., Nottingham. 

HEAR A LL CONTINENTS 
With H.A.C. Short-Wave Receivers 

Suppliers for over 18 ycers of Radio S-W Receivers of quality. 

One-Valve Kit, Price 25/- Two-Valve Kit, Price 50/-
Improved designs with Donee coils. All klts complete with all components. 
accessories and full instructions. Before ordering, call and inspect s demon-
ttration receiver. or send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive 
catalogue. 

Short•Wave Products (Dept. 72), II Old Bond Street, London, W.I 
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RUBBER MOULDS FOR PLASTER WORK 
From 1;6 each. Figures, dogs, cats, flights 'of birds, etc. 
Moulding Compound for Mould Making, 8/6 per lb. 
Moulds for Metal Soldiers from 3/- each. Lists supplied. 

F. W. NUTHALL 
69 ST. MARKS RD., HAN WELL, LONDON, W.7 

Novel Clothes Brush Stand 

SIDES. A 

1 

A 

Al 

" FRONT,- C 

• • • • • 
• 

›. ri 1- — - . 
fr " LI I.. "'• 

.•••• - - 

A 

B4 C1'.8 

IA 

A
SUITABLE brush for this at-
tractive novelty can be obtained 
from Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, 

Norfolk, price 2/9. Ask for No. 720. 
The stand is made from ¡in. wood 

and an overlay, in the shape of a bird, is 
cut from +in. or '/gin. wood. Cut all the 
parts with a fretsaw and glue them 
together in the positions shown by the 
dotted lines. 
The article can be finished with 

'varnish or plastic enamel paint. The 
bird is coloured black, with yellow beak 
and legs. The patch on the side of the 
head is white and the rock on which it 
stands is dark grey. (M.P.) 
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Craftsmanship deserves a triumphant finish, 

abrasive papers and cloths 

by CARBORUNDUM 

GARNET-COATED PRODUCTS For wood-
workers, CARBORUNDUM make papers and 
cloths coated with grains of specially pre-
pared garnet. Careful factory preparation 
and size-grading of the tough, hard-wear-
ing garnet grains produces abrasives that 
do better work than glasspaper can, and 
go on doing it longer. Garnet-coated 
papers by CARBORUNDUM arc excellent for 
woodworking. They are available in a 
wide range of grit sizes from coarse (for 
really fast, easy removal of material) to 
very fine (for producing the super smooth 
finishes that craftsmen require). 

ALUMINIUM OXIDE & SILICON-CARBIDE 
GRAINS Papers and cloths coated with 

AtoxrrE* (aluminium oxide) or silicon 
carbide grains are made in grades and 

grit sizes suitable for woodwork, for all 
classes of metal finishing, and for rubbing 
down paintwork on metal or wood. 

WATERPROOF PAPERS FOR USE ON CLOG-

GING MATERIALS For sanding or rubbing 
down materials of a clogging nature, 
CARBORUNDUM make special waterproof 
papers with silicon carbide grains. These 
papers can be rinsed in water during use, 
whenever the abrasive becomes clogged 

. 'Regd. trade mark 

with material removed from the work. 
They are specially suitable for rubbing 

down paintwork, whether in house de-
corating, or on car bodies, or other metal 

or wooden surfaces. 

ELECTRO-COATING PROCESS Compared 

with grains of crushed glass or of natural 

emery, grains of silicon carbide or of 
At-oxrrE arc more regular in shape, 
and arc tougher, more enduring. In the 
manufacture of all their finer-grained 

waterproof papers, CARBORUNDUM use an 
electro-static coating process for deposit-
ing the grains. An electro-static field ar-
ranges the grains so that they stand on 

end in the adhesive that binds them to the 
paper. .These dectro-coated papers make 
work easier and quicker because the cut-

ting edges of the grains are more effect-
ively presented to the work. This is a typical 
example of the care that CARBORUNDUM 

take to manufacture the best coated 
papers and cloths you can buy. 

Coated abrasive products byCARBORUNDUM 
From jour local tool shop or hard:rare store 

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY LIMITED . TRAFFORD PARK. MANCHESTER 17 PHONE TRAFFORD PARK 2381 

Printed by BALDING & MANssLL, Lro., London and Wisbech, and Published for the Proprietors, Honnies LTD., by HONAŒ MAnsium. & S°N Lm 
Temple liouse .Tallis Street, E.C.4. Sole Agents for Australia and New ZeGordonialand: Gordo & Gotch (A'sia) Ltd. For South Africa: Centra1 News 

Agency Ltd. Registered for transmission by C.anasii:sr Magazine Post. 
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L  CENTRE LINE 

[---- t' —  - -=-7-7------ele-

END PIECES 2. CUT TWO 1/2 in 
AND SHAPE TO SECTION. 

274:' 
k. 

s. 
55  

PIECE 6. CUT ONE FROM 1 in. x 1)2 in. STRIPWOOD. 

PIECES 10. CUT EIGHT FROM 1 in. 1/2 in. STRIPWOOD. 

10" 
PIECES 9. CUT TWO 1/2 in. 

DOWEL 

PIECES I (HALF ONLY SHOWN1. 
CUT TWO FROM 1/2 in. 

10 

LIDS. PIECES 5. CUT TWO 1/4 in. 

 L/1 

 f  

,t1 

1/2' 
1 

9"  
PIECES 7. CUT THREE 1/2 in. 

HINGE 

•-\ 

No. 

3166 

LADY'S WORKBOX 

C.1 

HOBBIES 
PLASTIC 
KNOB No 

707 
3/4 

SIZE — LENGTH 20 irès. 

HEIGHT 181. ins. 

A KIT OF MATERIALS FOR MAKING 

THIS DESIGN IS SUPPLIED BY 

HOBBIES LIMITED 

DEREHAM, NORFOLK. 

PRICE ON APPLICATION 

PIECE 8. CUT ONE FROM THIN PLY. 
APPROX. 1/2 in. ALLOWED EACH 

END FOR TRIMMING. 

Use 
roid POLYSTIK 

IT'S DESIGNED FOR THE JOB 
Construction of Models is made easier by 

using Croid Polystik, the P.V.A. glue which 
combines speed with permanency and great 

strength of joint. Ready for use, it is sold in 

polythene bottles with novel spreader cap. 2 6 
AVAILABLE PROM ALL IIRANCHE5 OF HOBBIES I. TO 

GROOVE 

DOWELS. 
CUT FROM 
1/4 in. ROUND 

ROD. 




